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Nationality:  
venezolano/venezolana

Venezuela

Capital: Caracas
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 Capital – Caracas

 People from Venezuela are called “venezolanos”

 Our relationship with Venezuela is mostly negative 
due to President Chavez’s actions and beliefs against 
the U.S.  He has also hosted several terrorist 
organizations as they want to invest in Venezuela’s oil 
market.



 Venezuela has the most beauty titles (Miss Universe, 
Miss World, etc) in the world.. 

 South America usually places at least 2-3 models in the 
top 5 of the Miss Universe contest (or whatever the 
heck that thing is) every year.



Miss Universe (From Venezuela)
2008 2009





Nationality:

colombiano/colombiana

Colombia

Capital: Bogotá





 Geography

 Between Panama and Venezuela

 Around twice the size of Texas

 Natural resources – petroleum, natural gas, coal, 
emeralds..

 Famous/well-known Colombians – Sofia Vergara 
(actress – Modern Family), Shakira, Juanes (singer), 
Juan Pablo Angel (Chicago Bulls), Andres Escobar –
ESPN 30 for 30 – would be an interesting project…. 



 Capital – Bogota

 People from Colombia are called “colombianos”

 We all know that Colombia is the world’s leading 
producer of coca, which is the plant used to make 
cocaine.  

 What you may not know- the overwhelming majority of 
these drugs end up in the US – supply and demand – we 
demand it, they supply it… So who’s really the bad guy?



Nacionalidad:

ecuatoriano/ecuatoriana

Ecuador

Capital: Quito
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 Capital – Quito

 People from Ecuador are called “ecuatorianos”

 Ecuador is the 2nd smallest country in South America.

 Minimum wage is about $148 per month (yeah, think 
you got it bad!)

 The term Ecuador means equator in Spanish. In fact, 
the country has been named after equator, which 
passes through it.





Nationality:  peruano/peruana

Perú

Capital: Lima
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 Capital – Lima (pronounced “leema” not Lyma like 
lima beans).

 People from Peru are called “peruanos”.

 Snow capped mountains, sand dunes, and jungles are 
all available in Peru.

 Important geographic notations – Amazon and the 
Andes.

 While Spanish is considered to be the “primary” 
language, the indigenous language Quechua is given 
importance in the government as well.





 Peru was the homeland of the Inca Empire until 1533 
when it was taken over by Spanish conquistadores.

 The children’s literature character Paddington Bear 
originated in Peru.





Nationality: 

chileno/chilena

Chile

Capital: Santiago
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 Chile has their own September 11th – 1973, in which 
many people were killed, injured or simply 
“disappeared.”

 The United States did play a role in this… and not 
necessarily on the good side 

 On Sept. 11, 1973, a U.S.-helped to take over power from 
the democratically elected socialist Allende and 
installed the dictator Pinochet, who ruled the country 
with an iron fist for the next 17 years.

 Under Pinochet, thousands were imprisoned, 
tortured, murdered and "disappeared" in an attempt to 
crush all political opposition





 Capital – Santiago

 People from Chile are called “chilenos”

 Chile is an interesting country in terms of terrain, 
having lakes, islands, mountains and deserts.

 The Atacama Desert located in Chile is said to be the 
driest in the world.

 Famous person born in Chile is Nicole Polizzi





Nationality: 

Bolivia

boliviano / boliviana

Capital: La Paz, Sucre
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 Capital – La Paz (administrative) and Sucre

 People from Bolivia are called “bolivianos”

 Bolivia is the poorest country in South America – but 
don’t hold that against them! Some of the poorest 
nations in the world are also the most beautiful 

 Over 60% of the population is indigenous in heritage-
from a variety of tribes.

 Bolivia has no beaches because it is completely 
landlocked  but it does have lakes!





 Famous people from Bolivia

 Simon Bolivar – discoverer/conquistador

 Roberto Suarez Gomez – most powerful drug trafficker 
in Bolivian history.  He was the inspiration for the movie 
“Scarface” (say hello to my little friend )

 His fortune was estimated at 400 million!!!!

 Jaime Escalante – teacher movie Stand and Deliver 
based on “have to have ganas”



Nationality: 
paraguayo/paraguaya

Paraguay

Capital: Asunción
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 Interesting fact – “Paraguay achieved its independence 
from Spain in 1811. In the disastrous War of the Triple 
Alliance (1865-70) - between Paraguay and Argentina, 
Brazil, and Uruguay - Paraguay lost two-thirds of all 
adult males and much of its territory”…

 Capital – Asuncion

 People from Paraguay are called “paraguayos”



 The majority of Paraguayans speak Guarani as well as 
Spanish. 

 Guarani and Spanish are both official languages.





Nationality: 
argentino/argentina

Argentina

Capital: Buenos Aires
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 Geography:

 Near Chile and Uruguay

 About 3/10 the size of the United States

 Climate is similar to ours – they do experience snow, 
especially the further south you go.

 Natural resources – copper, iron, uranium.

 Capital – Buenos Aires

 People from Argentina are called “argentinos”





 Argentina is the largest Spanish-speaking country in 
South America.

 It is the 2nd largest country in South America – 1st

largest is Brasil, where Portuguese is the native 
language.

 Existing President, Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, is 
the first woman President to be selected in Argentina.

 Argentina is also the home of the Tango (a very 
dramatic Latin dance).

 It is said that, Argentine women go through the 
maximum number of plastic surgeries in the world, 
per person. Argentina is perhaps the world's most 
looks-conscious country in the world, and more than 
30% of its women undergo some form of eating 
disarray.





 Race/Ethnicity

 Argentina is made up of mostly White citizens of 
Spanish and Italian descent.

 Many people in Argentina (and surrounding countries) 
have light hair and eyes due to their European heritage.

 What does this mean? You don’t know what language 
someone speaks simply by looking at their skin. 

 Famous or well-known “argentinos” – Che Guevara 
(political revolutionary), Evita Peron (singer/actress 
married to president), Lionel Messi (soccer player)



uruguayo/uruguaya

Uruguay
Capital: Montevideo

Nationality:
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 Capital: Montevideo

 People from Uruguay are called “uruguayos”.

 About 3.3 million people live in this country.

 Most are of European descent, much like Argentina.

 Uruguay has a high literacy rate (98%) and a large 
middle class (translation – pretty nice place to live).







América Central, el Caribeño y México





Nacionalidad:

cubano/cubana

Capital: La Habana

Cuba
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 Columbus “discovered” this island in 1492 and not 

long after, the indigenous population began to 

dwindle (shock and surprise).

 Large numbers of African slaves were brought over 

to work on coffee and sugar cane plantations –

which explains the very strong African heritage still 

felt today.

 Cuba was an important shipping route as well.





 Fidel Castro was the president/dictator of this 
country from 1969-2008 when he ceded power to his 
brother, Raul.

 Fidel obtained his power through a coup – a military 
tactic used to overthrow a government which was 
usually corrupt.

 The people entering and leaving Cuba is strongly 
regulated – in the year 2007, over 2,500 people were 
caught attempting to flee to the U.S. by the Coast 
Guard.

 “Wet Feet, Dry Feet” Policy







 Capital – Havana (In Miami, where many Cubans 

have settled, there is an area called Little Havana)

 People from Cuba are called “cubanos”

 Cuba is famous around the world for making top 
quality cigars. 

 Very few people in Cuba are granted permission to use 
the Internet. Those that do have their activity 
monitored closely. People who connect to the Internet 
without permission could receive up to 5 years in jail.





Famous cubanos
 Desi Arnaz (I Love Lucy)

 Pitbull (rapper)

 Daisy Fuentes (actress)

 Andy Garcia (actor)

 Christina Milian (singer/actress)

 Don Dinero (rapper)

 Jose Canseco (baseball player who took lots of 

steroids, then lied about it, then told the truth and 

snitched on everyone else in a tell all book..)





Nationality: 

dominicano/dominicana

Republica  

Dominicana

Capital: Santo Domingo
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 Capital – Santo Domingo

 People from R.D. are called “dominicanos”

 This is where Columbus landed on his first voyage in 

1492.

 It shares an island with Haiti – the island is called 
Hispaniola.





 Its history includes rebellions against Spain and 

Haiti, dealing with the U.S. (because we tried to rule 

them, too), fighting off pirates and oppressive 

government regimes.  

 Military dictator - Rafael Trujillo – made life very 

difficult for many dominicanos.  This time in history is 

portrayed in the movie “In the time of the Butterflies”

 Once he died, the country began moving towards 

implementing a democracy.





 Present-day Dominican Republic has the first cathedral, 
university, road, and fortress of the Americas, and Santo 
Domingo was the first city established, which was also 
the first capital in the Americas.

 Famous dominicanos – Sammy Sosa (baseball – many 
of the MLB teams have dominicanos on their rosters)

 Judy Reyes (from the show Scrubs), 

 Zoe Saldana (actress), 

 Kat DeLuna (singer –WhineUp), 

 Fabolous (rapper)



Nationality: 

puertorriqueño/puertorriqueña

Capital: San Juan

Puerto Rico
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 Capital – San Juan

 People from Puerto Rico are called 
“puertorriqueños”.  They are also known througout 
Latin America as “boricuas.”

 Another one of Columbus’s “discoveries” in 1493.  
He named the island “San Juan Bautista”

 Puerto Rico is a very small island, with a very dense 
population (translation –lots of people, not a lot of 
space).

 Spanish and English are listed as official languages 
– Spanish is more predominant.





 They are descendants of the Spanish colonists, 

African slaves and indigenous people (Native 

Americans), which gives their culture great variety. 

 Puerto Rico is “owned” by the United States –

Boricuas are also U.S. citizens but do not have the 

right to vote.  Many of them wish to dissolve this 

relationship with the U.S.





 Puerto Rico is the home of salsa and merengue 

music, as well as the well known genre of 

Reggaeton – singers like Daddy Yankee and Don 

Omar hail from P.R.  Jennifer Lopez is of Puerto 

Rican descent, and her ex-husband Marc Anthony 

was born in Puerto Rico as well.  





 Other notable Boricuas –

 Rosario Dawson (actress – The Rundown)

 Luis Guzman (actor – Carlito’s Way, Traffic, The 

Count of Monte Cristo)

 Michelle Rodriguez (The Fast and the Furious and 

Lost).

 Erik Estrada (actor and Dancing with the Stars, sp. 
version)



México y la América Central

México

Guatemala

El Salvador

Honduras

Nicaragua

Costa Rica

Panamá



Nacionalidad: 

mexicano/mexicana

México
Capital: 

Ciudad de  México, 

DF (distrito federal)
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 Capital – Ciudad de Mexico (natives call it D.F. –

pronounced day efe – for distrito federal).

 Corn, which is one of the world’s major grain crops is 

thought to have originated in Mexico.

 Citizens are mostly comprised of mestizos – mixture of 

European and Indigenous heritage.

 People from Mexico are called “mexicanos”

 Home of the Aztec and Maya empires





 Famous people – Carlos Fuentes  (author)

 Adal Ramones (comedian) 

 Selena Gomez (Disney Channel)

 Salma Hayek (actress), 

 Frankie J (singer) 

 Eva Longoria (actress)

 Santana (guitar player)

 Gabriel Iglesias (comedian)





Nationality: 

guatemalteco/guatemalteca

Guatemala

Capital: Ciudad 

de Guatemala
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 Capital – la ciudad de Guatemala (natives call it “Guate”)

 Population – about 13.1 million (in an area about the size 

of Tennessee)

 Money is called the “Quetzal” which is also the name of 

their national bird

 Suffered through a 36 year Civil War that left about 

100, 000 people dead and somewhere around 1 million     

refugees.  Ended in 1996.





 Languages - Spanish 60%, Amerindian languages 40% (23 

officially recognized Amerindian languages, including 

Quiche, Cakchiquel, Kekchi, Mam, Garifuna, and Xinca)

 Guatemala has several active volcanoes 

 People from Guatemala are called “guatemaltecos” in Latin 

America, they are also called “chapines”.





 Well known guatemaltecos – Rigoberta Menchu – won the 

Nobel Peace Prize in 1992 for her fight against the 

injustices done to her indigenous people.  

 Her work caused her to have to flee her own country for 

many years.  She later wrote a book detailing the horrors 

she and her family endured.

 Efrain Rios Montt – General who is accused of the 

genocide of the 100,000 or more indigenous people in 

Guatemala.





Nacionalidad:

hondureño/hondureña

Honduras

Capital: 

Tegucigalpa
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 Capital – Tegucigalpa (pronounced “tay-goosey-gal-

pah”)

 Spanish is predominant language, but English is 

spoken in many areas as well, especially along the 

northern coast.

 People are mostly mestizo.

 Honduras was inhabited by the Maya

 And then “discovered” by Columbus





 People from Honduras are called “hondureños” 

 Famous people- America Ferrera (Ugly Betty)

 David Archuletta (American Idol) 

 Carlos Mencia (Comedian) 

 Lisa “Left Eye” Lopes (TLC)





salvadoreño/salvadoreña

El Salvador

Capital: 

San Salvador
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 Capital – San Salvador

 In 1992, a 12 year civil war costing about 75,000 

lives ended.

 This war led to many people seeking political refuge 

in the U.S.

 The gang MS-13 originated and still exists in El 

Salvador.

 The US dollar is used as currency in El Salvador

 People from El Salvador are called “salvadoreños”





 Famous people – Christy Turlington (American 

supermodel half-salvadorian) and Efren Ramirez 

(half)

 Archbishop Oscar Romero - Catholic Priest. 

Archbishop Romero's outspoken style captured the 

hearts of the poor majority and evoked hatred 

among the wealthy landowners and military. Killed at 

the altar on 24 March, 1980, by a right-wing death 

squad.





Nationality:  

nicaragüense

Nicaragua
Capital: Managua
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 Capital – Managua

 People from Nicaragua are called nicaragüenses 

 While their money, the Cordoba, is widely used, the 

U.S. dollar is accepted as well.

 The name of the country comes from a tribal chief.





 Violent opposition to government corruption spread in the 
late 1970s – this brought the Marxist (Communist) 
Sandistas to power, who then began to aid El Salvador’s 
rebels in their fight

 The U.S. government then intervened (again)… by aiding 
“contra guerrilla” groups.

 Famous people - Jade Jagger (model) 

 J Smooth (reggaeton artista) 

 DJ Craze (Only DJ in history to win 3 consecutive World 
DMC Champion Titles.. I’m sure that means something 
special to someone.. not so much to me..)





Nationality: 

costarriqueño/costarriqueña
costarricense

Costa Rica

Capital: San José
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 Capital – San Jose

 People from Costa Rica are called “costarricenses” 

in Latin America, they are also called “ticos”.

 Costa Rica is one of the safer countries in Latin 

America for travel – and cheaper for living purposes.

 Costa Rica has a wide range of wildlife – howler 

monkeys, toucans, snakes.. 





 Costa Rica also has rain forests and active 

volcanoes and beautiful beaches

 Famous people – Claudia Poll (Olympic Gold 

medalist), 

 Oscar Arias (Nobel Peace Prize winner, 1987, 

President of Costa Rica 1986-1990).





Nationality:  panameño/panameña

Panamá

Capital: 

Cuidad de Panamá
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 Was once part of “La Gran Colombia” – which was 

made up of Panama, Colombia, Ecuador, and 

Venezuela.

 Known for the Panama Canal, which was built by the 

U.S. between 1904 and 1914.  

 Many Asian workers were used on this project which 

explains the Asian heritage in this area of Latin 

America.





 Famous panameños: Manuel Noriega – dictator

 Tatyana Ali (actress/singer – mother is from 

Panama), Mariano Rivera- Yankee nicknamed the 
"Tailor of Panama"

 Panama Al Brown (Boxing legend – first Hispanic 

world champion in history)

 Capital –Ciudad de Panama

 People from Panama are called “panameños” 





Nationality:

español/española

España

Capital: Madrid
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Antonio 
Banderas 

•Bullfighting, 
considered an art and 
a popular attaction, is 
the biggest and most 
controversial sport in 
Spain

•In Spain, you drive 
on the right hand side 
of the road.



Capital: Washington, DC

Nationality:

estadounidense



George Lopez 

•Spanish is the 
second most spoken 
language in the U.S.

•Hispanics make up 
about 16% of the 
nations population. 
(48 million)



Nationality:   guineano / guineana

Guinea 

Ecuatorial

Capital: Malabo
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México y la

América Central

La América 

del Sur

España

Cuba

La República
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Puerto Rico

Las Antillas



Las Antillas

España

Cuba

Puerto

Rico

La República

Dominicana



El fin


